Rotating Machines
Maintenance Services

One solution to help minimize rotating machinery maintenance costs and to reduce unplanned outages

REDUCED DOWNTIME
We know that any unplanned stoppage is an expensive headache with significant costs which is why you need a reliable partner to troubleshoot and fix issues in the shortest possible time. GE has designed, built and commissioned thousands of electrical motors & generators. As a full scale OEM with fleet knowledge and deep engineering expertise, we continue to be the supplier of choice for basic and advanced maintenance services for GE and 3rd party supplied rotating machines.

PLANNED MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
Systematic regular maintenance of motors & generators ensures their efficient operation and reduces failures. We offer structured inspections and planned maintenance programs geared to the operating environment of each machine to reduce your maintenance costs and risk of failures. This also allow the definition of an integrated maintenance plan between the generator and its driver and/or the motor and its load.

Power Conversion partners with O&G to provide a one-GE solution to cover all the maintenance needs for any electrical rotating machinery. This ensures that the end customer has a single GE interface which owns and resolves issues to completion in the shortest possible time, thereby ensuring downtimes are minimized.

As a full scale OEM, we offer:

• Structured inspection programs tailored to customer needs
• Planned maintenance programs adapted to customer operating conditions
• Specialist diagnostics and Test Equipment to monitor key parameters and troubleshoot issues
• Field Service footprint to ensure we can mobilize the right person at the right time to fix customer issues in the quickest manner possible
• Product Lifecycle Support with the ability to perform conversions, modernizations & upgrades
• Remote Diagnostics & Technical Support to allow GE engineers to identify & help fix issues remotely thereby saving time and money and keeping the customer process running smoothly
• Training to ensure customer engineering personnel on site are well trained on maintenance procedures and hence more productive

CONTACT US
services.powerconversion@ge.com
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